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MARKETPLACE HIGHLIGHTS

Get to know some of the small businesses featured in the Wing Luke Marketplace! We carry over 100+ vendors, artists, publishers, and small businesses from across North America in our store. Support local and small businesses and the museum when you shop at the Marketplace!

CHUNKS

What comes to mind when you see a “Made in China” sticker when you’re shopping? Chunks is fighting against the negative stereotypes around Chinese manufacturing by producing high quality hair accessories.

Chunks is a local Asian American woman-owned business that features funky, creative hair claws and clips. They are committed to bringing transparency to Made-in-China products, to manufacturing environmentally conscious items, and to creating less waste. (Prices starting at $10)
PYARFUL

Pyarful, founded by Krisa Tailor-Arora, is a small business that celebrates South Asian traditions and culture. From holidays and festivals to endless cups of chai, Pyarful is a love letter to the South Asian experience. They carry a range of items, from greeting cards and journals to home decor items such as mugs and tea towels. Pyarful’s mission to connect people through culture. Browse our selection of Pyarful greeting cards, mugs, and journals to find a thoughtful gift for yourself or someone special! (Stationery starting at $5.99, Mugs at $24)
AUTUMN + TREE

autumn + tree is a jewelry-based small business founded in 2017 by Japanese American artist Aki Foreman. Aki draws inspiration from chiyogami, the Japanese art of hand-printed decorative paper with repeated patterns, as well as other forms of elegant papermaking from around the world. They use authentic chiyogami and washi paper collected in Japan from the 70s, 80s, and 90s. Discover intricately detailed and beautifully designed jewelry with autumn + tree! (Prices starting at $18)
KAKOU COLLECTIVE

Together with her ‘ohana, founder and illustrator Kea Peters is determined to share Hawai‘i’s culture through well-designed, high-quality original stationery. Their love for home is woven into the thoughtful selection of local plants & flora represented in their products. Whether you’re an avid planner, water bottle, or gift decorator, Kakou Collective has a home in your stationery collection! (Starting at $4)
PARENTS ARE HUMAN

Whether your parents are your best friends, you’re looking to repair the relationship you have with them, or you simply want to get to know them better, the Parents Are Human bilingual card game is a great place to start.

The Marketplace has 11 languages available:

- Bangla
- Simplified Chinese
- Traditional Chinese
- Hindi
- Japanese
- Khmer
- Korean
- Punjabi/Gurmukhi
- Tagalog
- Thai
- Vietnamese

Each set includes 50 question cards about life events, wisdom, identity, and relationships, as well as 20 activity cards all in English and your chosen language to be sure everyone is able to participate. The bilingual aspect is also a wonderful opportunity for improving language skills. This game is amazing as a gift to yourself or others and will certainly spark meaningful conversation and facilitate quality time with loved ones of any age! ($29.95 each)
UNICORN ECLIPSE

Lively colors, unique designs, cute graphics, what more could you want? Unicorn Eclipse is the artistic project of two Hmong-American sisters who offer an exciting line of stationery. They carry an array of items such as stickers, washi tape, bookmarks, notepads, and all your other stationery needs! Look no further to add a touch of flair to your personal or work office supplies, it’s guaranteed to brighten up your daily routine. Browse through the large collection of adorable patterns and you will be sure to find something that suits you. (Starting at $4)
MUSEUM STAFF BOOK REVIEWS

What have Wing Luke Museum staff been reading? Here are some recommendations from Museum Services and Education staff, which are available for purchase in the Marketplace or through our Bookshop.org store.

Through our Bookshop.org storefront, discover titles that we don’t carry in-store! We have lists recommending books for all ages, and further reading related to our exhibits, local histories and authors, and Bruce Lee! Any purchases made with Wing Luke Museum selected as your bookstore will benefit the museum - it doesn’t have to be books listed on our page, it can be a purchase of any book found on Bookshop!

HOW HIGH WE GO IN THE DARK
by Sequoia Nagamatsu

Adult Fiction; $18.99

National bestseller HOW HIGH WE GO IN THE DARK, by Sequoia Nagamatsu, is a harrowing collection of inter-connected short stories. As the Arctic ice melts due to climate change, an ancient plague rises out of the melting permafrost and life on Earth is changed forever. Nagamatsu weaves together stories spanning generations, species, and planets, linking characters over hundreds of years. From a theme park created for terminally ill children to funerary hotels for the dead, HOW HIGH WE GO IN THE DARK explores the resilience of humanity as it struggles to survive in the wake of cataclysmic viral outbreak. If you enjoy character-driven science fiction, this is the book for you!

— Olivia, Museum Services Lead
If you’re looking for a read that underscores tenderness as an act of resistance, look no further than NO COUNTRY FOR EIGHT-SPOT BUTTERFLIES. In this collection of essays and poems, Chamorro human rights lawyer Julian Aguon urges us to see how Indigenous communities with the smallest carbon footprints are often the ones most threatened by nuclear weapons and climate change. Drawing from the memories and wisdom of his native island of Guam, Aguon offers a searing commentary on our warming world and a love letter to youth, ancestors, and earth alike. This book will both hold and embrace you while also challenging you to feel and listen.

— Milly, Museum Services Lead

GOOD TALK by Mira Jacob
Graphic Novel; $20.00

Hailed one of the best books of its year by the New York Times, Time Magazine, and Publisher Weekly, Mira Jacob’s GOOD TALK is the book we’ve been craving. Crafted in the style of a graphic novel, Jacob uses anecdotes throughout her life as the basis for her memoir. Delving into childhood memories as part of one of the only Indian families in a New Mexico town, she gives perspective on the experience many other immigrant children grow through. These reflections are creatively tied into present day difficult conversations with her young son about America’s complex political climate. Poignant and humorous, GOOD TALK acknowledges a collective reality endured by many of us today.

— Kay, Museum Services Lead
MARSHMALLOW & JORDAN by Alina Chau
Graphic Novel; $15.99

MARSHMALLOW & JORDAN is a refreshing middle school graphic novel with vibrant watercolor artistry that weaves in various Indonesian cultures and daily living through the story of Jordan, an athletic basketball star who gets into an accident that leaves her paralyzed from the waist down. She misses being able to compete with her basketball team, until one day, she makes friends with a crying elephant mysteriously hiding at the local playground. The elephant helps her discover water polo with a new crowd at school, but will these friendships last? A humanizing and relatable story that also highlights the threat of climate crisis.

— Doan, Senior Tour Manager

KALAMATA’S KITCHEN
Written by Sarah Thomas, Illustrated by Jo Koemides Edwards
Picture Book; $17.99

KALAMATA’S KITCHEN follows the food adventures of Kalamata and her stuffed alligator friend Al Dente. The first in a growing series of books, this installment follows Kalamata as she prepares for the first day at a new school. She’s nervous but once her mom starts cooking, she’s taken back to the time during a family trip to India when she was brave and tried new foods. This is a great series that will encourage young readers to be adventurous and open-minded when it comes to food and trying new things. Don’t forget to check the back for a special recipe that the whole family can try!

— Maria, Museum Services Lead

Both KALAMATA’S KITCHEN and its sequel KALAMATA’S KITCHEN: TASTE BUDS IN HARMONY are available for purchase in the Marketplace.
KOREAN AMERICAN by Eric Kim
Cookbook; $32.50

Have you ever imagined deviled eggs with soy sauce and seaweed? This cookbook with creative recipes combining Korean and American ingredients and eye-catching photos guides you through an enticing culinary journey, whether that is nostalgic or adventurous. The ingredients can be easily found in your local supermarkets and anyone will find the cooking process easy. Alongside with the recipes, cookbook author Eric Kim shares his stories growing up in a first-generation family and what it means to be Korean American.

Are you hosting a dinner party or a light brunch? Are your guests Korean food lovers or are they new to it? No need to worry, this cookbook will please everyone!

— Heddy, Museum Services Lead

MOONCAKES & MILK BREAD by Kristina Cho
Cookbook; $32.50

Like many others, I started making my own bread when COVID lockdowns first began. My sourdough loves were fine, but MOONCAKES & MILK BREAD by Kristina Cho helped take my skills up several notches. Cho explains the science of creating soft, cloud-like bread dough in a way that is digestible and fun, and then includes a myriad of recipes from that dough. Some are nostalgic treats from Chinese bakeries, like hot dog buns and egg tarts. There are also unique recipes like milk bread pizza rolls and tuna melts. I would recommend this book to any baker or foodie to learn about the artistry of Asian baking.

— Jintana, Tour Coordinator
Pssst...Do you know the Wing Luke Museum has extra-special limited tours around exciting topics like preserved foods and spicy foods? To join our Super Secret Supper Club, all you have to do is join us for a public food tour. Check your inbox for an exclusive invitation and be sure to buy your tickets quickly as they sell out fast!
Give your loved ones the gift of exciting exhibitions, programs and benefits with membership at the Wing Luke Museum! Your gift supports this unique and special Museum that promotes the underrepresented histories and experiences of our Asian American and Pacific Islander communities.

Members, two-year renewals comes with an exclusive pin! Upgrade opportunities and auto-renewal options are available for any membership tier. We are grateful for your continued support of our museum.

**INDIVIDUAL $50**

- Unlimited Museum Experience admission
- 10% discount at the Museum Marketplace
- 15% off all tours for one person
- 50% off admission for member’s friends & family*
- Listing and annual acknowledgment in The Wing newsletter
- Subscription to the Wing Luke Museum newsletter and e-newsletter
- Discounts on Museum performances and programs
- Exclusive invitations to exhibit openings and receptions
- Online advance notice for special offers, events, exhibitions and programs

**FRIENDS $75**

All essential membership privileges plus:
- Unlimited free admission for two people
- 15% discount off all tours for up to two people

**FAMILY $95**

All of the benefits of Friends membership plus:
- Unlimited free admission for up to 4 children under 18 with member
- Advance notice and priority registration to family events and education programs

**COMMUNITY $150**

Receive a Friends Level membership for yourself and **donate** a Friends Level membership to a partner who has signed up for our Community Member Sponsorship program, increasing accessibility and advancing equity in our communities!

**PATRON $150**

All of the benefits of Family membership plus:
- Reciprocal benefits with more than 1,000 museums nationwide

**BENEFACTOR $300**

All of the benefits of Patron membership plus:
- Unlimited Museum Experience general admission for 6 people
- 15% discount (for up to 6 people) on Chinatown Discovery Tours*
- 15% discount on event space reservation

*Members must be present at time of visit. Not valid for prearranged or private tours.